Abstract. While today's agent oriented software engineering facilitates the development of complex, distributed systems, fundamental problems remain. One of the difficulties is that one can see only part of the system, or one side of the business, but not the whole context. BPMN is considered a remedy here, but while suitable for modelling some aspects of agenthood, there are others for which BPMN does not go very well. In this paper, we show how BPMN can be embedded in a broader methodology so that its strengths can be exploited while avoiding its weaknesses.
Still, there are other aspects, for which BPMN is not intended, such as organisation, data, or complex algorithms. While BPMN describes business partners, i.e. roles, it does not define how these are implemented by agents, let alone their physical location. And while process diagrams are in general very well suited for displaying all kinds of control flow, modelling each single algorithm in BPMN would not be adequate. Finally, while BPMN can refer to data types, e.g. for properties and assignments, it does not provide means for defining them.
In order to apply business process design in agent engineering, it needs to be combined with other techniques and additional notations. Therefore, in Section 3, we introduce a methodology, in which BPMN is used together with ontology engineering, multi-agent system design and service engineering, combining the strengths and balancing the weaknesses of the individual approaches. While the methodology is applicable for other agent frameworks, too, we will illustrate it using the JIAC framework, providing a number of useful tools and editors (see Section 4) . Later, in Section 5, we will apply the methodology to a simple online auction example, before we take a look at related work and conclude.
BPMN
The Business Process Modeling Notation [3] can be seen as a combination of UML's Activity Diagrams and Sequence Diagrams. It can be understood at three levels of abstraction:
1. The diagrams are made up of a few easily recognisable node types, i.e. Events, Activities and Gateways, connected by control-and message flow. 2. These basic elements are further distinguished using sets of marker icons, e.g. Message, Timer, and Error Events, or parallel and exclusive Gateways. 3. Each element contains a number of additional attributes, which are hidden from the diagram, but contain all the information that is necessary for automated code generation.
Thus, BPMN is easily understandable by all business partners, even those who have great knowledge in their domain but do not know too much about programming and multi-agent systems. At the same time, BPMN diagrams provide enough information for generating executable program code from them. One problem with BPMN which is often brought up is that most of the semantics are derived from the mapping from BPMN to the Business Process Execution Language (BPEL), so for those elements that are not covered by this mapping the semantics are not always made clear, let alone formally defined. Still there is an increasing number of approaches describing the semantics of BPMN using e.g. Petri nets [4] [5] [6] , and version 2.0 of the specification makes things clearer, too. But why not use Petri nets in the first place? The answer is simple: While Petri nets have very clear semantics, and basically everything can be expressed as a Petri net, some high-level constructs, that are directly supported by BPMN, would result in huge, incomprehensible Petri nets.
BPMN diagrams, on the other hand, have a variety of notational elements, making them well suited for the design of distributed systems in general and multi-agent systems in particular. The process diagrams are subdivided in pools, each representing one participant in the process, which maps to the concept of agent roles. Using message flows for communication between pools, even complex interaction protocols can be modeled clearly. The "ad-hoc" process even resembles goal-oriented behaviour. Further, the notation supports features such as event-and error handling, compensation and transactions.
But as already mentioned, there are other aspects of a system that can not be designed very well using BPMN alone. We will focus on these issues and how to deal with it in the next section.
Methodology for Process Oriented Agent Engineering
The core aspect of our approach is the application of business process design in an early stage of the development process in order to provide a holistic view of the entire distributed multi-agent system. As we have pointed out, BPMN alone is not sufficient for this task, but has to be embedded in a methodology that deals with the missing aspects, including (a) the declaration of data types, (b) design of agent organisation and distribution, and (c) textual programming for low-level algorithms. Further, as one BPMN diagram shows only one business process, while a complex system might consist of a number of processes, we also include (d) use case diagrams, providing an overview of the processes belonging to the system and their relation to the several participants. Finally, no methodology can be complete without iterative development, testing and maintenance. The "big picture" is shown in Fig. 1 : The development process starts with use case analysis and ontology engineering. Then, for each use case a business process diagram is created. From the processes, the role model and a number of behaviours/capabilities are derived. Both are then further refined using tools more suitable for this task than BPMN. Finally, the agent organisation model and the components are integrated and tested, and the process can go into another iteration, until the system is eventually deployed. In the following, we will describe the relevant steps in more detail.
Use Case Analysis and Ontologies
The methodology starts with the identification of actors and use cases of the system under design. For this task we adopted the use case notation from UML. Here, each actor represents an agent role, with each use case being a business process in which the actor takes part. Apart from providing an entry point into the design, this also serves as a connection between the several business process diagrams, since one BPMN diagram alone does not suffice for describing a complete system.
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Another task that can and should be accomplished in this early phase is the (formal) definition of the domain vocabulary or ontology. However, in the context of this methodology it is not relevant whether this is done using UML class diagrams, Java classes, or sophisticated ontology languages, such as OWL.
Business Process Engineering
Next, a number of BPMN diagrams are created based on the use case diagrams. Each use case corresponds to one business process, and each actor involved in the use case matches one pool in that process diagram. Here, the process diagrams are not used for modelling the entire life cycle of that actor. Instead, they depict only the workflow and the communication between the actors for this specific use case. In this regard they can be seen as a combination of activity diagrams and protocol diagrams. The process diagrams will serve as starting point for the implementation.
As a rule of thumb, the process diagrams should contain at least each activity and each branch related to the communication with the other actors, referred to as the 'public process' in the BPMN specification [3] . The payload of the messages should also be specified using the formerly defined domain model. Of course, the diagrams can be further detailed to contain more of the actor's internal activities (the 'private process'), since they can also be used as documentation and for validating the final implementations against them. But as the diagrams' complexity quickly increases as one tries to depict each detail of an algorithm, the modeler has to find an adequate compromise here. For example, while possible, it does not seem reasonable to detail a path finding algorithm like A * in BPMN; instead, a single activity called 'calculate path' should be used.
From Business Process to Multi-Agent System
The business process diagrams provide a view on the system as a whole that can be used as groundwork for the following implementation of (a) the agents'
behaviour, e.g. in the form of plans, rules, or services, and (b) the organisational model, e.g. roles, agents, and agent platforms. Of course, the derivation of agent behaviours from the process diagrams is highly dependent on how behaviours are implemented for a given agent framework, e.g. imperative or declarative, as a set of rules, goal-oriented, or as hybrid approaches, and whether it is done automatically or manually. Generally speaking, for each pool in the different process diagrams, or more precisely, for each start event in the pools, one behaviour is derived, covering the workflow (branching, communication, etc.) from that starting point on. For instance, a pool with a message start event can be translated to a script for the content of the workflow and a rule for starting that script when the given message arrives.
The basic procedure of the mapping has been developed in our previous work. First, a BPMN normal form for facilitating the mapping has been investigated and formalised using Petri nets [5] . Then, the first steps of the actual mapping were specified, basically mapping pools to agents, processes and flow objects to the agents plans and the control flow, and message flow to the exchange of messages between the agents [7] . Since then, the mapping has been adapted in order to provide better support for systems consisting of multiple BPMN diagrams, by taking the use case diagrams into account, too.
The use cases and actors are used for identifying the agent roles. For each actor one agent role is defined, offering the respective behaviours derived from the processes corresponding to that use case. Since the business process diagrams make no assertions towards the grouping of roles to individual agents and agent systems, this aspect has to be dealt with in the next step. Fig. 2 shows an overview of the models and their dependencies. Both parts of the transformation can be done manually or automatically. We will introduce a BPMN editor that can be used for automatically generating services and a role model for the JIAC framework in Section 4.1.
Refinement
By now we have agent roles and their relation to a number of behaviours, derived from the use cases, and the behaviours implementing the workflow and the communication as designed in the BPMN diagrams.
As mentioned, the use of BPMN is not efficient when going into too much detail. Thus, in this step the behaviours are refined with everything that is too cumbersome to model in BPMN, e.g. complex calculations, or GUI calls. Further, the role model has to be completed with actual agents and agent platforms.
Integration, Testing, Deployment
After the different parts have been integrated, the system needs to be tested. Here, the process design can be of some help, too, as processes can be simulated, similar to a Petri net, and the behaviour of the final system can be compared to that of the process. Most notably, the use of model driven engineering ensures the consistency of the resulting multi-agent system with the formerly defined models. Depending on the applied tools, the system (or at least parts of it) can be generated from the models, and the models can be updated according to the implementation. However, the latter is still a hot topic of current research.
The JIAC V Agent Framework and Tools
While our methodology is independent from any specific agent framework, it highly benefits from model driven engineering, thus a certain amount of tool support should be provided, so that the mapping from the process models to the implementation can be automated. In this section we will have a look at the JIAC framework, which satisfies this requirement.
JIAC V is a Java based multi-agent development framework and runtime environment [8] . JIAC combines agent technology with a service oriented approach and accentuates this facet by its scripting language JADL++. Furthermore, the framework features transparent distribution of agents and services, semantic service descriptions (based on ontologies), agent management, and provides support for dynamic reconfiguration in distributed environments, such as component exchange at runtime and strong migration.
JIAC V agents can be programmed using plain Java or JADL++. Using Java, the agents' behaviour is defined in a number of so-called agent beans, which are controlled by the agent's life cycle. While agent beans are required for some sorts of behaviour, e.g. for displaying a GUI, or perceiving or acting in non-agent environments, other aspects, such as memory access, or messaging, can be abstracted using JADL++. The language features knowledge, or facts, based on the ontology language OWL as well as an imperative scripting part that is used for the implementation of services, including high level language features such as parallelism, events, and many more.
JIAC comes with a set of tools, supporting development from the analysis to the deployment of multi-agent applications. The most important tools regarding our methodology are introduced in the next sections.
The Visual Service Design Tool
Our methodology starts with defining use cases and the respective BPMN processes. This stage is supported by the Visual Service Design Tool (VSDT) [9] , a BPMN editor, providing process analysis and validation tools, such as a process structure view, a process simulator, and the generation of natural language process documentation (see Fig. 3 ). The VSDT is also used for creating the use case diagrams, establishing the relation of participants to processes and connecting the individual business process diagrams to a complete system.
The VSDT includes an extensible transformation framework, which is responsible for grouping the nodes of the process graphs to blocks of structured programming languages (i.e. sequences, selections, and repetitions). Currently, the process diagrams can be exported to both BPEL and to JIAC's scripting language JADL++, and more transformations can easily be added. The use case diagrams are translated to the agent role model and the relation of the roles to the generated services. These models then serve as input for the Agent World Editor. 
The Agent World Editor
The MAS Design in JIAC is done with the Agent World Editor (AWE) [10] . AWE allows for the visual creation and editing of multi-agent systems via drag and drop and supports concepts such as agent-nodes, -types and -roles or components. The applied notation is simple but comprehensive and represents the entire MAS in one single diagram as directed graph (see Fig. 4 ). Access to the file system allows to reference existing agent beans or JADL services just like the ones created by the VSDT.
A code generation feature allows for the generation of executable code from the visual MAS design. The code can be understood directly by the JIAC runtime and triggers the execution of a MAS according to the design specification. 
JADLedit
JADLedit [11] is a source code editor for JADL++. The tool facilitates the development of JIAC services with features such as syntax highlighting, code completion, and error marking (Fig. 4) . Regarding the methodology, JADLedit is used for the implementation of previously generated service stubs.
As stated above, JADL++ services are using OWL as representation for complex data types. Thus, JADLedit allows for type safe editing of knowledge (facts). For this purpose JADLedit includes an ontology browser view, which can be used for browsing existing OWL ontologies, providing a visual representation of their classes and properties.
In this Section we demonstrate how our methodology is applied using the example of a simple English online auction scenario.
First, the use cases are identified using the VSDT. In our example we have the use cases Create Auction, Place Bid and Close Auction, which are performed by the actors Auctioneer, Seller and Bidder.
The next step is ontology engineering. We have categories such as Seller and Bidder, holding e.g. their nickname, rating, and contact information, as well as categories like Auction and Bid. However, we will not go into more detail here and fast-forward to the process engineering instead.
Each use case corresponds to a business process, and modelling these is the main task of the VSDT. Close Auction is the most interesting, so we will have a closer look at it.
Each of the actors involved in the use case corresponds to a pool: Auctioneer, Bidder, and Seller. The auctioneer starts the process when the time of the auction is over. He acts as trustee between seller and bidder, which are more or less just reacting to him. In case there are no bids at all, the seller is notified and the process terminates. Otherwise, both the seller and the awarded bidder are notified, and the auctioneer waits for the bidder to transfer the money. When the bidder informs the auctioneer that the money has been transferred, the auctioneer notifies the seller, who then ships the goods and informs the auctioneer. The auctioneer then transfers the bidder's money to the seller and finally removes the auction from its data store. The full process can be seen in Fig. 5 . While this diagram shows more than just the "happy path", there are surely many more exceptions and what-ifs needed for a real auction, but for a small example this will do. Next, the process has to be enriched with non-graphical elements and attributes, using the categories defined in the ontology, such as the messages sent, assignments made, and expressions used in branching conditions. While the VSDT does provide means for assisting this task, e.g. basic validation for assignment expressions and conditions, it is still relatively laborious, and we are currently investigating ways to simplify this part.
Next, the VSDT's export feature is used to generate agent roles and JADL services from the BPMN diagrams, which are then detailed further using AWE and JADLedit.
We enrich the role model with additional roles and components needed for the example, aggregate the roles to agents and place these agents on agent nodes. In our example, we have one auctioneer agent and some agents implementing the roles of both, seller and bidder, all situated on one node, as depicted in Fig. 6 . Note that while for each actor one role has been created, there are more components (in this case: JADL services) that there were use cases. For each pool (i.e. each actor participating in a given use case) one service is created, which is reflected as a component in the agent world diagram. For the seller's pool in the above diagram, a total of three services has been created, so we will take a closer look at this one now.
The seller's part of the Close Auction process begins with either receiving a message telling him that his item has been sold, or receiving a message telling him that no sale was made. This results in two JADL services being generated for the seller. Further, as the 'sold' case can merge into the 'not sold' case if the bidder does not respond to the payment request, a third service is created, the common part of both services, which is called at the end of each of the former.
Making things further complicated, the process does not have proper block structure, which is required for most programming languages, including JADL++.
Thus, the activity dismiss auction is duplicated and moved to the end of the two branches, just before the merging gateway.
2 Thus, the seemingly simple seller process results in three interacting services with some shared logic.
The generated JADL services, holding the necessary communication with the business partners and the basic branches and decisions, can now be further refined and extended using the JADLedit source code editor.
Related Work
For our work, we evaluated a number of similar approaches which combine process modelling with agent technology.
The Agent-oriented Development Methodology (ADEM) [12] uses a combination of business processes and agent-oriented models for the overall software engineering, while the agent model is developed by using the Agent Modeling Language (AML) [13] , an extension to the UML 2 notation. GO-BPMN (goal oriented BPMN) is used for describing agent systems based on processes and the goals they fulfil [14] . This seems like double work done by the modeller as they use goals as finite states of the processes (see for example [15] ). In our approach, we use domain ontologies to capture, analyse and model the "what". When using process modelling, we are more interested in capturing the idea and the expertise of a domain expert of "how" things are done or should be done, also through different levels of abstraction. The "how" is modelled in a process diagram, which can be directly executed by the VSDT. They are also transformed to a JADL script and can be directly executed by JIAC agents. We have chosen the transformation approach here, because process models are not the only source for JIAC-based applications (see also [16, 17] ). So the runtime environment is the integration point for heterogeneous design methods.
The Prometheus Methodology [18] also integrates the advantages of process orientation into the agent-oriented software development. The Methodology comprises the three main topics System Specification, Architectural Design, and Detailed Design, and provides MAS development on the basis of several different diagrams. Prometheus applies processes for the detailed design of each single agent type. For the specification of these processes, an extension to the UML activity diagram notation is used. At this point, Cheong and Winikoff have shown in [19] how Prometheus can easily be improved by different methods. They have used Hermes [20] here to improve the design process regarding agent interactions, which is exactly the domain of BPMN, only for business processes.
Like Prometheus, the Gaia Methodology [21] has been designed to provide formally guided and comfortable MAS development. The methodology structures itself into Analysis, Architectural Design and Detailed Design. Each phase comprises the creation of various diagrams, each one highlighting particular aspects of the MAS. In comparison with other methodologies, Gaia exceedingly attends to organisational abstractions, with a particular focus on organisational rules and -structure issues. Gaia is not intended to commit to the adoption of a specific notation. With regard to the organisational structure, other notations can be adopted to describe and represent roles and their interactions. A respective appliance of AUML is described by Bauer et al. [22] .
Klaus Fischer and his research team at DFKI is working on the DSML4MAS Development Environment (DDE), a visual IDE for Jade [23] based on the PIM4Agents metamodel [24] . While they use processes for modelling agent plans, too, they use their own simple notation. One feature of DDE which is still missing in the JIAC tools is that of 'protected regions' in the generated code, in which the code can be manually edited and will not be overwritten on code regeneration.
WADE is an extension to JADE, using XPDL [25] for modelling workflows, which are translated to Java classes, where each activity is reflected in a method stub [26] . A nice effect of this approach is that workflows can inherit from each other, and that the control flow of the workflow can be revisited without conflicting with the manually written code.
The Tropos methodology [27] is model-driven approach to agent-oriented software engineering and consists of a visual notation combined with guidelines for five development phases. It provides strong features for requirements analysis bases on the notions of actor, goal, plan, resource and dependency. For design activities it is combined with features from other software modelling techniques such as UML sequence and activity diagrams together with extension from AUML [28] or it inherits notions from the agent framework that is used to implement the multi-agent system such as Jadex [29] . While Tropos is very strong in analysing requirements we prefer the vocabulary and expressiveness of BPMN for capturing and modelling the procedural knowledge of how thing are done or ought to be done.
Conclusion
While agent-oriented software engineering is very useful for creating large, distributed systems, it can still be difficult to design those systems so that the individual parts fit together. A solution to this problem is to provide a view of the entire system, especially during the earlier development stages.
In this paper, we make a case for a methodology combining agent-oriented software engineering with business process design using the Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN). Many aspects of agents are found in BPMN, too, such as roles and communication, making it very suitable for modelling these parts of multi-agent systems. Still, using BPMN for a complete multi-agent systems is not practical, thus our methodology does not rely on business process modelling alone, but also includes the declaration of use cases and data types, the design of agent organisation and distribution, and traditional programming.
While the methodology itself is not bound to a specific agent framework, it highly benefits from model driven engineering, so a certain amount of tool support should be provided. Therefore, we illustrated the methodology by modelling a simple online auction scenario using the JIAC framework and its tools.
Of course, there are limitations to visual, process oriented design of agent systems. While the unstructuredness presented in our example could be resolved, there are process diagrams which can not be structured as well [30] . Further, additional research is needed on how the dynamic aspects of multi-agent systems -goals and planning -can best be integrated in the more rigid structures of a business process, for example by extending the concept of the ad-hoc process. Still, we believe that the example also shows the benefits of our approach, as the complex control flow and communication between the involved partners can be visualised intuitively using BPMN. Thus we recommend using process design for a high level of abstraction and traditional agent oriented programming techniques for the details.
